Head-Royce School Master Plan | Neighbor feedback/questions submitted via HRS’s website feedback form
(Updated 6/27/18)

General Feedback Questions
- Where is online neighbor feedback going? Who is reading it? When and where will it be posted?

Performing Arts Center
- Will it be open to the public? If so, when will the school apply for a permit?
- What about lighting?
- How will you mitigate noise?
- Will the new building tower over neighbors?
- How will deliveries be handled?
- Why does Head-Royce need a Performing Arts Center?
- Where will the parking be?
- Can you move it away from houses?
- How will drainage be handled?

Parking
- Will there be enough parking for the new 450 capacity building?
- Can’t you use the Mormon Temple Parking lot?

Loop road
- How will you handle noise generated from cars and people?
- Can you address the road’s proximity to homes?
- Will the concrete wall extend the entire perimeter? Height? Will it absorb noise?
- Turn lanes - what will happen when traffic backs up?
- How will you get parents to use the new loop road and not the neighborhood still?

Buses
- Will buses only be allowed on one side of the street?
- Why aren't charter buses included in the on-campus turnaround road?

Buildings on South Campus
- What are the planned uses?
- How many new/renovated classrooms are part of the Plan?
- Can classroom buildings be moved further from houses?

North Campus
- Are any changes to the North Campus planned?

Project
- How much will the proposed project cost?
- Will the School employ local contractors and use materials sourced from Oakland companies?

**What Neighbors Like**
- Preservation of trees
- No night time lights in the field
- Student drop-off on campus rather than Lincoln Avenue
- Creating safe access between campuses for students